
  

CMS   Token   Listed   and   Now   Trading   on   Estonian   
Exchange   Exrates   

  

TOKYO   –   January   15,   2021   –    Today   Tech   Bureau   Holdings,   Corp.,   a   fintech   and   
cryptocurrency   solutions   company,   announced   that    Exrates ,   an   exchange   based   in   
Estonia,   has   listed   CMS   token   and   is   now   available   on   the   exchange.   

  

  

    

About   this   listing   

Both   of   COMSA   tokens,   CMS:ETH   and   CMS:XEM,   are   now   listed   and   traded   on   
Exrates,   an   exchange   based   in   Estonia.     

CMS:ETH   and   CMS:XEM   are   displayed   with   the   ticker   symbols   “CMSE”   and   “CMSX”   
respectively   on   Exrates.   There   are   three   currency   pairs   available:   BTC,   ETH,   and   USDT.   

This   will   make   it   easier   for   users   outside   of   Japan   to   trade   CMS   tokens   and   increase   its   
liquidity.   

In   the   future,   we   aim   to   further   increase   the   liquidity   of   CMS   tokens   by   making   them   
available   on   other   exchanges.   In   addition   to   our   efforts   to   increase   liquidity,   we   are   also   
looking   into   supporting   services   that   allow   users   to   exchange   more   currencies,   as   well   
as   partnerships   that   allow   users   to   not   only   exchange   but   also   use   their   tokens   in   
services.   

  

  

  

  

https://exrates.me/


◼  About   COMSA   
COMSA  offers  a  one-stop  solution,  providing  clients  with  consultation,  expertise  and             
solutions  to  support  their  ICO  campaigns  and  implementations  of  blockchain  technology  into              
their  businesses.  It  is  an  integrated  platform  that  corporate  clients  can  use  to  fundraise  by                 
selling  tokens,  or  tokenizing  corporate  assets.  Tech  Bureau  Holdings,  Corp.  exclusively             
provides  these  services  as  a  one-stop  solution  with  mijin  as  the  underlying  blockchain               
technology.   
  
◼  About   ICOs   and   ICOs   in   Japan   
ICO  stands  for  Initial  Coin  Offering  which  are  often  called  “token  sales”.  With  this  method,  a                  
company  or  project  can  sell  assets  digitally  as  electronic  tokens  to  raise  funds  from  the                 
public.  In  Japan,  utility  tokens  sold  in  ICOs  are  considered  to  be  “cryptocurrencies  sold  to                 
unspecified  persons”  under  the  Payment  Services  Act,  such  that  selling  activities  may  not  be                
undertaken  unless  registered  as  Cryptocurrency  Exchange  Services  with  the  relevant  local             
finance  bureau.  The  legal  characteristics  of  ICO  tokens  must  be  reviewed  on  a               
facts-and-circumstances  basis,  so  that  they  might  be  treated  as  Securities,  or  more  specifically               
the  Collective  Investment  Scheme,  and  be  regulated  under  the  Financial  Instruments  and              
Exchange   Act   of   Japan.   
  
◼  About   Tech   Bureau   Holdings,   Group   
Tech  Bureau  Holdings,  Corp.,  fintech  and  cryptocurrency  group  companies  in  Japan,  the              
U.S.,  and  Europe,  develop  software  and  services  for  cryptocurrency  technology  and             
blockchain  technology,  a  so-called  "Crypto-Fintech  Lab".  As  a  team  and  as  a  group,  we  have                 
developed  mijin,  a  private  blockchain  software.  Tech  Bureau  Holdings,  Corp.  recently             
launched  a  one-stop  solution,  COMSA,  which  provides  companies  with  consultation,            
expertise,  and  solutions  to  support  their  very  own  ICOs  and  implementations  of  blockchain               
technology   into   their   businesses.   
  

For   more   information,   please   see   the   following   URLs:   
mijin    -      https://mijin.io/en/   
COMSA    -     https://comsa.io/en/   
  

Press   contact,   Tech   Bureau   Holdings   PR   :     pr@techbureau.com    /   +81–3–4530–0344   
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